We have more than 100 years in the precision flame business. Our goal is to make your projects — plumbing, woodworking, crafting, grilling and fixing — more successful.

Bernzomatic products include:

- Hand torches for precise to industrial jobs
- 14.1 oz. and 16 oz. non-refillable propane cylinders for torches and camping appliances
- MAP-Pro cylinders for high temperature applications
- Butane lighters and fuel
- Project accessories including solder, flux, abrasives, brazing and welding rods

Our products set the standard for performance. To see our full product line, find out which torch is right for your project, and where to buy it, go to

http://worthingtonindustries.com/Products/Consumer-Tradesman-Products/Bernzomatic-(1)
Become a distributor

DIYers, makers and pros accomplish more with Bernzomatic. To include our products in your hardware, plumbing, welding, camping or outdoor living lineup, contact our sales representative to learn how to become a distributor.

- Email address: Bernzomatic@worthingtonindustries.com
- Phone number: 800-359-9678 or 614-438-7907

Looking for a MSDS to a Bernzomatic Product? Click here.